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Lets Bands Powerbands MINI  
 

Item available while stocks last

The powerbands MINI - easy to transport
and can be used anywhere - whether at
home, when traveling or when training in
the great outdoors. The flexible bands can
be used for everything from stabilization
exercises to a variety of varied and
effective workouts. Whether in the forest,
at home, in the gym or in the office - with
the smallest gym in the world, you no
longer have to miss out on your workout.
Our powerbands are the perfect solution
for anyone who wants to train effectively
anywhere and at any time.

 CHF 7.20  
      

      

To ideally expand your training options, we also recommend our powerbands MAX. These are suitable
for intensive strength training and stretching sessions. OUR RECOMMENDATION: With the
powerbands SET MAX, you have an entire gym in your pocket - for unbeatable value for money.

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATION FOR EVERYONE:
To be able to perform all exercises, we recommend at least our powerbands SET MINI to everyone
(beginners to experienced). This enables everyone to choose the desired strength of the band in order
to complete their individual and suitable training. In addition, we recommend combining it with one or
ideally both powerbands MAX (red and black) to expand your training options. For a perfect and highly
effective workout, we also recommend our complete set powerbands SET PRO. This offers all our
powerbands with an additional DVD and manual, making it easier to perform the ideal exercises and
workouts anytime and anywhere.

ATTENTION: Caution with latex allergies. Our powerbands are not latex-free!

Powerband Mini yellow - light - CHF 7.20
Powerband Mini green - medium - CHF 8.50 - SOLD OUT
Powerband Mini blue - strong - CHF 8.90
Powerband Mini black - extra strong - CHF 10.90
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